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2011 REMI PRO Snowkite 

With already 6 years in the development, the 2011 
Remi Pro is definitely the most advanced Snowkite 
on the market. Designed with Remi Muem and 
packed with cutting edge technologies like 3D Snake 
Transition and T.R.I.P. this board is the ultimate 
machine for snowkiting.  

Snake Transition also known as three dimensional 
flex & torsion engineering (patent pending 
#PCLT/PL2010/050002) is a construction that allows  
to separate board Flex (longitudinal flex) from 
Torsional Rigidity (cross flex) one and manage both 
of them separately. It benefits with amazing edge grip 
and torsion performance, improves stability during 
fast riding, and makes riding safer and more fun.   

By introducing ‘Snake Transition’ under and between 
the bindings this revolutionary technology gives the 
board unparalleled control and response, even on icy 
and hard-pack conditions, while maintaining a fun 
flex. 

The 2011 Remi Pro is a board that offers amazing 
versatility and performance and we’re now proud to 
present it as an all-mountain machine set to rule in all 

conditions. A centered stance and symmetrical outline give true twin tip riding.   

The 2011 range comes in three sizes: 

The 163, with a little more sidecut radius, is perfect for larger riders, powder riding or riding without the 
kite for regular snowboarding. 

The 157 and 148 are pure snow kiteboards.  The 157 is the choice of Remi for freestyle kiting, offering 
ultimate POP and controlled landings, whilst the 148 caters for women and smaller riders.  Having a 
sidecut radius of 20m, these dedicated snow kiteboards will make your riding more comfortable without 
being forced upwind all the time.  Predominantly riding on your heel-side edge there isn’t the same need 
to make as quick turns as on a regular snowboard with its much smaller radius.  The result is holding 
more speed, especially when going upwind, and more grip.  When snow conditions can change from 
day to day, it’s great to know you’ve got a board that will continue to perform. 

Features: 

- Maximum riding performance in all conditions 
- Massive POP 
- Impressive carving performance and edge-to-edge response 
- Unprecedented stability + Unlimited speed 
- Improved control 
- Great Fun Factor 
- Excellent upwind performance 
 
 
Technology: 
 

- 3D Snake Transition 
- Woodcore 
- Triax 
- Extruded Base 
- T.R.I.P. Technology  
- Power Plates 
- ABS Sandwich Construction 
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EXTRUDED BASE - This base combines reliably good running properties with high durability. 
 
WOODCORE - There is no better material for snowboard core than wood. With its harmonious 
characteristic combining strength, flex, light weight and vibration damping, it is still uncrowned king of 
core materials. 
 
TRIP TECHNOLOGY – TRIP technology lifts up board edges at the points where the sidecut meets tip 
and tail of the board, providing easier turn initiation, safer landings and catch-free straight riding.  
  
ABS SANDWICH CONSTRUCTION - There is no better snowboard construction than this one. Direct 
power transfer to the edges and vibration damping, resulting in easy to handle and precise boards. 
 
TRIAX - Such a layout of fibers transfers power directly to the edges and creates perfect flex. As a 
result the board features aggressive filling, quick response and harmonious flexibility. 
 
POWER PLATES - Additional biax fiber laminate underneath the bindings area improve power transfer 
to the edges with great damping properties. 
 
X-REACTIVE FLEX SYSTEM - X layout of Carbon and Kevlar is a perfect combination. While Carbon 
supports rebound forces and edge grip, Kevlar reduces vibrations to minimum. Together this results in 
excellent pop, quick response and smooth ride with optimal torsion. 
 

 

2011 REMI PRO SNOWKITE SIZE 
TABLE 

REMI PRO 
148 

REMI PRO 
157 

REMI  
PRO 163 

Length (mm) 1480 1570 1630 

Tip width (mm) 279 297 305 

Waist Width (mm) 254 269 278 

Tail Width (mm) 279 297 305 

Sidecut Radius (m) 20/16 20/16 20/16 

Recommended Stance (cm) 52 56 56 

Setback (cm) 0 0 0 

Suggested Weight Range (kg) 35-60 57-95 68-99+ 

 


